3 1 ordered state) and an Erdös-Renyi network (disordered state). We studied the complexity of 3 2 fMRI-based resting-state functional networks. We found that positively correlated, or "pos", 3 3 network comprising only the positive functional connections has higher complexity than the 3 4 anticorrelation ("neg") network (comprising the negative functional connections) and the 3 5 network consisting of the absolute value of all connections ("abs"). We also found a significant 3 6 correlation between complexity and the strength of functional connectivity. For the pos network 3 7 this correlation is significantly weaker at the local scale compared to the global scale, whereas 3 8
Introduction 4 8
The development of a quantitative measure of complexity has proven difficult because of 4 9
the variety of systems that may be labelled as 'complex'. In the case of the complexity of 5 0 networks, perhaps the most popular approach has been the use of information-based measures 5 1 (Bonchev & Buck, 2005; Dehmer, Barbarini, Varmuza, & Graber, 2009 ). The basic principle to 5 2 construct these measures is to select an arbitrary graph invariant X, partitioned as . The information content of the graph is then computed using the Shannon 5 5
formula (Shannon, 1948) :
. Another important definition of complexity was 5 6
proposed by Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov, 1968) . The Kolmogorov complexity of a network is the 5 7 length of the shortest computer program that produces the network as output. Although 5 8
Kolmogorov complexity is uncomputable it can be approximated to a degree that allows its The peak voxel in each region, that is, the voxel of maximal activation, was selected by Phelps, 2004). Additionally, the peak voxel activity correlates well with evoked scalp electrical 1 3 7 potentials than approaches that average activity across the ROI. This means that the peak voxel Finally, the global signal (i.e., the average of the fMRI signals over the whole brain (Michael D. We then computed the Pearson correlation between all possible pairs of time series (with the same probability) between the nodes that are directly linked to each other. We allow 1 5 7 the walkers to perform ܶ time steps. As a walker visits a node, we record the degree of the node. walker's movement on the network. Nodes with high degree (hubs) will appear more frequently 1 6 0 in the series than nodes with low degree. In the case of weighted networks, such as the functional connectivity matrix representing 1 6 2 the brain network, the transition probability ‫‬ from brain area i to brain area j is given by
‫ݓ‬ is the weight of the connection from area i to area j (Zhang, 
where ݀ is the distance between the vectors ܺ ሺ ݅ ሻ and ܺ ሺ ݆ ሻ , defined as:
When the embedding dimension is m, the total number of template matches is:
Similarly, when the embedding dimension is m+1, the total number of template matches is:
Finally, the SampEn of the time series is estimated by:
2.5. Computing local complexities and global complexity 1 8 5
We propose to obtain local complexities ܿ by 1) iteratively removing a node and all its series:
1 9 5 Figure 1 shows the steps described above for computing the local complexities. The global 1 9 6 complexity of the network C is then computed as the sum of the local complexities:
3. Results As stated before, the goal of this work is to propose a new measure of structural 2 0 1 complexity that is useful for brain networks. To demonstrate the usefulness of the quantity we 2 0 2 defined, we start by measuring how changes in the underlying network structure affects the gradually transforms from the perfectly orderly state (regular lattice network) to a completely 2 0 5 random state (Erdos-Renyi network). Following equations (7) and (8) and each node is connected to m of its nearest neighbours, producing a regular lattice of nodes 2 1 0 with equal degrees. Then, with probability p, each connection is randomly randomly rewired. were generated from a uniform random distribution with values between 0 and 1. We then placed network are presented in Figure 1 and described in detail in the Methods section. Figure 2B Figure 3A displays these matrices for one subject. Figure 3B shows the node degree of the the three cases.
2 4 0 Figure 4A shows the linear fits between the global complexity and the sum of the 2 4 1 functional connectivity strengths (SFCS) of the entire brain network for the abs, pos, and neg 2 4 2 cases. We found that for the pos case, there is a strong correlation global scale, but still weaker than for the pos case. The correlation between complexity and 2 5 0 connectivity was essentially the same at the global and local scales for the abs case (figure 4).
5 1
Complex networks are expected to present high values of both integration and segregation.
5 2
Thus, we also explored the link between them and global complexity (figure 5). Integration and 2 5 3 segregation were estimated using the global efficiency and average clustering coefficient of the correlations were found for the neg case.
2 5 9
We also investigated the link between the three network types at the global ( figure 6A ) and SM, TGB) as well as areas that were not allocated to a network (NA). In both pos and neg cases, neg and pos case (neg+pos). In the abs case, the highest complexity was obtained for the left 2 6 8 paracentral lobule, while the right angular gyrus presented the highest complexity for the 2 6 9 neg+pos case. We computed the global complexity of the seven resting-state networks (figure 9A). We 2 7 1 found that the network with the highest complexity for all cases was the cerebellar network, and SM networks presented more complexity in the pos than in the neg case, while the SAL and 2 7 4 TGB networks were more complex in the neg case. When interpreting this result we need to be 2 7 5
aware of the fact that since the global complexity of the network is computed as the sum of the salience network) will have a low value of global complexity provided that the difference in the 2 7 8
values of the local complexities is not high (see figures 7 and 8). To account for this issue, we 2 7 9 also divided the global complexity of each network by the number of areas in each network 2 8 0 ( figure 9B) . As a result, although the average contribution of the areas in the salience network to 2 8 1 the network complexity is still the lowest among the seven resting state networks for the pos 2 8 2 case, it is the areas in the visual network the ones with the lowest contribution in the neg case. have found interhemispheric asymmetry in brain connectivity during resting-state (Medvedev, 2 8 5 2014). We found that the left hemisphere was significantly more complex than the right 2 8 6
hemisphere for the seven resting-state networks (figure 10). In this study we proposed a new measure of network (global) complexity that is 2 9 0 constructed as the sum of the complexities of its nodes. The complexity of each node (i.e, local 2 9 1 complexity) was estimated as an index that compares the sample entropy of the time series (the ordered state) and an Erdos-renyi network (disordered state). Our simulations demonstrated 2 9 5 1 4 that our measure of complexity (equations (7)-(8)), achieves a minimum for the regular lattice world network with both order and disorder characteristics (figure 2). The rationale behind the 2 9 8
use of random walks is that diffusion process are capable of uncovering the large-scale Moorman, 2000). This is important because of the presence of communities in brain networks 3 2 0 (Ashourvan et al., 2019; Meunier et al., 2009 ), which will result in repetitive patterns of nodes in 3 2 1 the time series of the random walker's movement (Fortunato & Hric, 2016) .
2 2
Our study of brain complexity found interhemispheric asymmetry, where the left 3 2 3
hemisphere was significantly more complex than the right hemisphere, for all the seven brain 3 2 4 networks explored. Previous studies have also found interhemispheric asymmetry in brain revealed significantly stronger and denser connectivity patterns in the right hemisphere in most 3 2 8
subjects. This denser pattern of connections in the right hemisphere compared to the left 3 2 9
hemisphere can lead to a lower structural complexity if it is not accompanied with a significant 3 3 0 increase in the entropy of the network. Thus, the balance between the entropy of the network and found that the entropy of the positive network and the anti-correlated network were essentially 3 3 3 the same, but the positive network was sparser, which resulted in it being more complex than the 3 3 4
anti-correlated network. 
